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Digging to Ascend

DEATH: Two days before finals, as I sat in my dorm room hovel 
flipping through Gatsby and watching the gray lake lap foam 
against the weedy shore of Lake Lagunita, my father called and 
told me my grandmother had died. I remember the weak Decem-
ber sun straining through belly-heavy clouds as I bought a ticket 
home. I remember my fresh-dyed maroon hair matching my nail 
polish, highlighting my winter-yellow skin when I stepped from 
the limo into the cold St. Louis wind. Bare, clawed trees; gray 
gravemarkers; Hebrew letters and red roses and fuzzy blue rugs 
over hotel chairs lined up beneath a striped tent. My family wan-
dered through the cemetery feigning busy by admiring tomb-
stones and crunching frozen grass. The heels of our shoes stuck 
in the taffy-mud. 

My groin-scratching Uncle Tommy had dried barf on the 
lapel of his wool coat, the remnants of a daughter’s debutante 
disaster. He wore a tiny hat on his shiny head, the booby prize 
from an emptied coat check after his own had been abducted. “A 
too small hat is better than no hat at all,” he said. While my aunt 
strolled through the graves of relatives with my father and the 
rabbi, her slip slipped from her frail hips. In two fingers the rabbi 
retrieved the satin from the frozen ground and handed it across a 
headstone. “Can elastic be too loose?” my mother wondered later. 
During the service the rabbi told a story about boulders on a hill 
or birds in flight, interpretive midrash that confused rather than 
consoled, his hobo-beard ranging down his neck into his shirt. My 
back felt warm against the carpeted chair.

After the funeral we went to my aunt’s house to sit shiva, 
which in my family means getting tanked on Stoli Rasberri and 
soda, or Cuervo on the rocks, and eating the kosher meats and 
sweets and casseroles handed to us by guests as they stepped over 
the threshold. I met red-haired relatives who had climbed off air-
planes to reminisce. We told stories, we laughed, we looked at 
age-faded photos. Then we ate some more. My family’s Judaism 
lies not in the Hebrew lettering etched into the headstones. The 
presence of the rabbi, more friend than mentor after years of mitz-
vahs, the prayers, the yarmulkes dug out of closets—religion for 

us resides not in the trappings or the accidents of the funeral, but 
in the gathering. 

COMMUNITY: For us, religion lies in the platters of Kosher 
bologna and bagels we hovered beside as we remembered my 
grandmother’s chest-rattling voice—Bozo Under Water, my father 
would say—and her asthmatic sneezing attacks in the morning 
that made her gasp for breath between each convulsive squeak 
while she sat on her screen-porch and watched grapefruits fall 
from trees. We remembered the leather-backed poker pillows on 
the daybeds in the mushroom room, where as kids we would count 
the dots in the shiny wallpaper mushrooms while falling asleep on 
spring break. We remembered the acid smell of the rotten suntan 
lotion, runny with decay, that she poured onto our backs every 
morning on our way to pool. After the funeral we sat on my aunt’s 
scratchy couch and drank vodka sodas and laughed until we found 
the tears. We told stories and made old relatives remind us of 
what our grandmother was like as a young wife, as a mother, as 
the woman we never knew. For us the rituals and the recollections 
are our religion. The digging into the past to give context to our 
present, this is our Jewish. 

BARDO: Tibetans believe in a state between lives, the bardo, a 
death-limbo where the soul lingers before taking its next shape. I 
believe bardo exists on earth, too, for often we cross barriers from 
one life into the next, often step from our past into our future, 
minute by minute, day to day, through a transition so constant it 
goes unnoticed. 

Three years after my grandmother’s death, while wander-
ing through mountainous Asia looking for nothing in particular, 
I often found myself climbing up to places of wisdom, and in 
these high places I often found peace. In my travels I encountered 
poverty and beauty, strange foods and kind people, beggars and 
temples and many, many other travelers. I also found that every-
thing sacred, everything revered and pure was placed on hilltops, 
on mountainsides, on places high and removed. In Nepal, as in 
Tibet, these places are places of worship and places of funeral 
rites, though there is no grave in sight.

REFLECTION: Traditionally shiva refers to the seven-night 
mourning period following a funeral, during which a family enter-
tains food-bearing visitors who come to pay their condolences on 
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the doorstep of death. The word originates from the Hebrew word 
Shevah, meaning seven, and refers to the seven days of mourning 
and the seven family members expected to participate: mother, 
daughter, spouse, son, father, brother and sister of the deceased. 
During traditional shiva, these family members do not wear 
leather, make-up, or perfume; they are not to cut their hair, shave, 
or bathe. Mirrors are covered to turn gazes inward and toward the 
deceased. Mourners sit on low stools, because reverence lies low. 
Shiva limits the activities of the living in order to pay respect to 
the dead. But as a mourner I wonder whom the shiva really serves, 
and how. Did my grandmother watch us as we ate and laughed 
and told stories of her life? Did she feel honored and remem-
bered? Was it about her at all? Surely the shiva is for us, for the 
living, and so, then, what is the lesson in austerity, or in our case, 
the rebellion against it? Where is the meaning in lying low? 

JOURNEY: One morning in Nepal I rose early and waded 
through the awakening streets, watching vendors drip tepid water 
from rubber buckets onto doorsteps and hock hand-rolled-ciga-
rette phlegm from deep in their chests. Thin light filtered through 
buildings into narrow dirt alleys. My hemp skirt streaked my 
ankles with the murky puddles the men made as they tried to 
rinse dirt from dirt. I stopped to drink a pot of chai at a street café 
and watched women hang saris in open doorways, bright colors 
of silk and cotton to lure tourists who hoped to cloak themselves 
in their vision of local. Incense snaked upward—sandalwood and 
patchouli and lavender—from folding tables that housed statues 
of Buddha in wood and jade lined up like fat, laughing soldiers. 
I walked through a cobblestone courtyard with small obelisks in 
each corner and a sculpture in the center, all marked with tumeric 
and charcoal streaks, ready to receive the prayers of passing Hin-
dus. Children and women hovered in concrete doorways, like 
teeth in gaping mouths. 

I wound through urban neighborhoods, passing newly hacked 
meat on card tables in front of make-shift butcher shops, packages 
of dry Ra-Ra noodles and pink candies stuffed onto shelves in 
closet-sized corner stores, children sifting handfuls of dirt on the 
street beside their families’ chickens. And as I pushed farther and 
farther beyond the tourist center, into the commercial center, the 
residential center, as I wove around corners and down alleyways, 

the light grew brighter. I began to see dust swirling and dancing 
in open space. It was as if the chrysalis of the city had cracked 
open and I could breathe. First I walked past small dirt lots. Then 
I passed patches of sparse weeds and thin trees. And finally, after 
climbing several flights of stone stairs to visit a small temple on 
a hill carved into the grass, then climbing down the other side 
where I ate a bag of pieces of pineapple I’d bought from a fat man 
at a folding table on the corner, I reached a park. Thick grass. 
Wide trees. A covey of birds pecking a scrap of soil. Beyond the 
park, across a paved street, a dirt road carved its way up a green 
and terraced hill peppered with pastel homes.

BODY: The shiva period begins immediately after the funeral, 
which occurs immediately after death. Jewish custom views the 
body as sacred, a gift, not just as a vehicle for the soul. It is dis-
respectful to delay the body’s return to God through soil. We dig 
in order to ascend. Jews use wooden coffins because their quick 
breakdown hastens the process of decay. They do not embalm, 
because chemicals delay it. Tattoos are not encouraged. They mar 
the gift. All of this feels strange and antiquated in a body-hating 
Western culture, where in middle school I learned to purge my 
meals, learned to starve and shame and scorn whole food groups 
in a quest to shrink my way to self-love. Is God-love the same as 
self-love? Is it different? If we learn to love—or at least not fear—
our bodies might we also learn how better to love each other? Is 
all this digging for meaning a distraction from the meaning that 
lies right before our very eyes? 

BARDO: Several years before her death, my grandmother was 
split down the center and opened wide so the doctors could rid 
her of gangrenous intestines. Upon waking from her surgery, my 
dad said, she fingered the ropy scar marking her frail frame and 
cried, “My body, my beautiful body.” My father stifled a laugh. She 
was eighty-five, after all, and had woken up whole from a surgery 
that had cleaved her in two. 

AFTERLIFE: Every December I travel with Mom and Grandpa 
to a mildewy mausoleum to visit my other grandmother. Her ashes 
live in an urn behind a marble wall, or that’s the idea. I’ve never 
seen them. She lies beside rows of Rosenbergs and Rubensteins, 
where we plant a single red rose in a spotty vase suspended in a 
crack between the slabs. Twenty years ago Grandpa found her in 
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a third floor bedroom, an empty bottle of pills on the nightstand. 
Actually, I found the pills. He the cold body. I never told anyone 
about the pill bottle. Just threw it away or maybe brought it home 
and hid it in a drawer in my room. That’s what the teenager I 
remember me as would do now. I can’t recall for sure. All I know 
is that I wanted to hide it from him, from my family, to keep the 
ugly truth to myself, as if that would protect any of us from her 
pain or our own. I didn’t know then that Jews view suicide as the 
claiming of a life that was never ours to own. All I knew then was 
that I felt left behind and also sad for Grandpa, who I assumed 
would feel he had never been enough, though looking back I’m 
pretty sure that feeling was mine, not his. The offense I observed 
was to us, the abandoned. Her cremation, though, seemed tidy, 
somehow cleaner than the dropping of flesh into wet ground. But 
to Jews the burning, too, is a desecration of the God-gifted body, 
and, perhaps, a sacrilege after the burning of millions of barely 
alive bodies in a cold land not so long ago. 

She was anti-Semitic, my Jewish Grandma, a paradox indeed, 
but her truth nonetheless. She was embarrassed to claim her com-
munity, though she freely wore that shame. Cloaking herself in 
sarcasm and snark, Grandma was both wholly Jewish and wholly 
anti-Jew. She grew up in a time when Jews were on the outside of 
whatever inside she wanted to be a part of. I don’t fault her. But 
we grew up with that shame too, which we also buried deep inside, 
perceiving discrimination when it maybe wasn’t there, beating 
others to the joke, beating ourselves up so the world wouldn’t do 
it to us. As a child I was disallowed from sitting beside Grandma 
in temple after she mocked the memorized Hebrew my cousin 
so gracefully recited at her bat mitzvah. Then, and even now, 
Grandma’s mocking was funny. It was a burbling out of her truth, 
wrong and mean but honest, an unearthing of all that was hidden 
beneath the broken and manicured surface. Somehow it felt good 
to see it breathe. 

BARDO: I stepped across the road, the barrier between city 
and space, and began my ascent to I didn’t know where, just up. I 
needed escape from the smoky and honking city; I needed relief 
and solace and cleansing. And here, in Kathmandu, to find these 
things I needed to climb. 

Seven turns up the road I looked over a waist-high iron fence 
into a dirt lot behind an L-shaped building. Dozens of young 
monks-in-training chased after a ball, their maroon robes sweep-
ing behind them as they ran. They waved at me and I waved back. 
With their hands in front of their faces they motioned as if they 
were taking photos in the air. I held up my camera and smiled 
a question mark. They nodded and smiled and waved. I pushed 
through the gate, making eye contact with an older, somber monk 
who stood alongside the building, his hands lost deep in his robes. 
He smiled with pursed lips, nodded once, tilted his head to the 
right. I motioned the children together and they posed laughing, 
posed flexing, posed jumping on each other’s backs. Their laugh-
ter bounced off the walls of the compound, crisp and young and 
endless. They pointed me up the road with extended fingers. Keep 
going up, they gestured. Up. 

BURIAL: In the grassy hilltop yards of Buddhist monaster-
ies, rogyapas, special body-breaking lamas, perform the tradi-
tional burial of the dead on large stones within large, open mead-
ows, durtro, and surrounded by hordes of vultures. Sky burial is 
a practical solution to death. The high mountainous plateaus in 
the Himalaya are often treeless and, since the Tibetans use open 
fires for cooking, they contain no surplus wood for body dis-
posal. Internment is hardly an option in frozen mountain earth; 
usable soil is needed to nurture the few hearty vegetables that can 
grow here. For many years the Tibetans practiced water burials, 
in which lamas or family members dropped a body in the river, 
sometimes chopping it first into fish food-sized pieces. But in 
the ninth century, when Buddhism was brought to Tibet from 
India, tradition shifted to the sky burial, the jhator, giving alms 
to the birds. On the eve of death the Tibetans give a gift to the 
living, to the begging vultures who encircle the durtro, and while 
the process differs from Judaism in both design and in execution, 
both serve the living in serving the dead, and both serve with 
life-sustaining food.

MANDALA: My family is Jewish by culture and Jewish by 
association—we belong to the Jewish country club, we go to other 
people’s bat mitzvahs, we love bagels and matzo balls and cold-
smoked salmon. Some of us were confirmed from a Jewish Sunday 
school, ironic in itself since it met on Sunday and not Saturday, 
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the traditional Jewish Sabbath. No one in my immediate family 
practices much beyond these trappings. But these thin ties to the 
past leave very little to pass on to the future. When I left home for 
college, my mother, in the darkness that surely envelops all deeply 
invested mothers when children set sail, worried she was sending 
us into the world with no roots, no culture-keel to steady us in 
high seas. My much younger brother, she decided, would re-claim 
what we had lost in my grandmother’s sarcasm, in our half-baked 
rituals, in our Sunday Saturday school and country club kosher 
and closeted shame. Only eight when I left home, he had plenty 
of time to study for a bar mitzvah. His commitment would create 
the circle of connection from past to present my mom yearned for, 
the purpose-keel to right our passage. 

Four years later, after hours of Hebrew lessons and a lav-
ish, rowdy dance party, where my brother and I lip sync’d Guns 
N’ Roses atop an indoor jungle gym to a crowd of sugar-hyper 
12-year-olds, he took his gift certificate cache to the mall to buy 
us all Christmas presents.  

 LIGHT: I continued up the hill. The road narrowed. Shade 
trees grew above me and blocked the sharp sunshine. Pungent 
smoke from cooking fires in the small concrete houses beside the 
path hung heavy in the hot air. In the yard of one house I saw a 
goat and two chickens. Through the glassless windows of another 
leaked blue splashes of television light. Sweat beaded on my hair-
line. I didn’t know if there was anything on top of the hill, any-
thing other than a hilltop, but I wanted the exertion of walking 
and the fresh air and perhaps a view of the city, a new perspective.

The air grew thinner and the trees grew thicker. Through 
green hand-sized leaves I saw splotches of blue sky, yellow angles 
of sun, a hovering gray-white cloud of smog coating the city. Dust 
from the dry, red road gauzed my skin. I watched two half-dressed 
children share a single wooden toy in a dirt yard. I watched a 
woman hang t-shirts and well-worn underwear on a string behind 
her tiny pink house. But halfway up the hill the houses faded and 
the slopes grew steeper; trees and grass and ropy vines strangled 
toward the trail. No wheel tracks rutted the dust, no footprints 
walked before mine. This road wasn’t used, at least not often.

At last I pushed out of the foliage and hit a small plateau, 
carved into the hillside directly beside the road. There sat a final 

house, a white, stucco box with round-edged windows. Two chil-
dren in tank tops sat on the single stair in front of the doorless 
doorway. Candy wrappers lay around their feet. A radio chanted 
inside. I watched these children and they smiled at me with their 
eyes over the sugar sticks in their mouths. And then I topped the 
hill. I jerked my head away from the children and to the horizon, 
now all around me, and in the distance, on the rounded knob of 
one end of the flat top, I saw dark shapes in profile. On the other 
end I saw bright white buildings, birds circling above. 

SOUL: To the casual observer, sky burial must seem shocking, 
a gruesome display of bodily violence. But Tibetans believe the 
body is a vessel. This vessel contains a soul for just one life, until 
that soul is released to its next carnation. After lamas coax the 
namshe, the soul, from the body, the shell is simply waste. But 
before the soul is free, it must pass through the bardo, the staging 
ground between death and rebirth. 

Traditionally a body spends seven weeks in the temple while 
the monks pray and lead the soul through the stages of aware-
ness. As the lamas chant and rock and recite prayers from the 
Book of the Dead, they burn an image of the body and guide the 
soul into the next life. Seven days after death, or after seeing the 
“radiant clear light,” the deceased sees forty-two Peaceful Deities 
coming together in the shape of a mandala, a sacred circular rep-
resentation of the cosmos, signifying unity. Sacred circles. Sevens. 
Seven days after this vision, the mandala re-shapes into the fif-
ty-eight Wrathful Deities, now suggesting violence and the dark 
side of human nature. In the third seven-day stage the deceased 
sees visions of rebirth, beginning with the womb, moving into 
sexual desire and then, finally, into the six realms of existence. 
Like Jewish custom, the family of the dead lies low for the 7-week 
sitting. There is no dance or song, no face washing, hair combing, 
or jewels. The living live in bardo, too, for while joyful diversions 
are discouraged, so too are grief and tears and outward displays of 
attachment to the dead. It is not their place to distract the soul to 
linger longer on the soil of the living.  

In modern times this process of passage often takes just one 
day, not forty-nine. But the intention is the same: to lead the nam-
she through the confusion of the bardo and into its new shape. To 
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facilitate the fluid cycle of transition. Body disposal is just part of 
the process.

PRAYER: On top of the hill I walked toward the white glare of 
a shiny temple in the bright rays of the sun, a simple building with 
ruby-rimmed entryways. Perched on top of the hill on a carpet of 
manicured grass it looked out over the city, over outlying suburbs, 
and into the deep and dark forest beyond. A full and round view. 
A circle. I walked the stone paths to the edge of the zenith and 
found small stone sites hidden in the foliage for meditation and 
prayer. I sat beneath a colossal bronzed Buddha perched on a plat-
form beside the back entrance. This garden was not the dark and 
cave-like temple of my childhood, where the linoleum smelled of 
chicken broth and cream cheese and the heavyset cantor belted 
baritone notes from a balcony. This was wind and sun and grass 
and smiling men crossing yards in sandals. 

BODY: During a sky burial, the body is taken to the charnel 
grounds at dawn and laid upon a large stone. Juniper fires burn 
nearby. Sometimes families watch, sometimes they send the body 
alone. The rogyapas begin by slicing off the limbs and stripping 
the flesh in large, sweeping cuts with sharp knives. Enormous, 
sacred vultures, the sky dancers or dakinis, perch on the hill beside 
the durtro and wait for their daily feeding. Bone breakers throw 
shreds of flesh and the birds swoop in to feast. They remove the 
crown of the head and set it aside; once cleaned, it will be a teacup. 
The organs are saved for last. With sledgehammers they crush 
bones, mix dust with barley flour, fling paste to the birds. For a 
swift journey the body must be entirely consumed. 

Overfed birds ascend and carry the body into the sky. The 
feeding is a gift from human to animal, the dead feeding the living 
in an inter-species circle of existence. Tibetan Buddhists climb 
hills and feed the sky with their dead. They climb in order to 
climb; they travel to high places to seek wisdom and connection. 
And there is no waste when they are done. 

ASCEND: I moved toward the profiled shapes and into the 
glare of the sun. Four children in maroon robes chewed bubble-
gum on top of a hill. Red-robed and ruddy cheeked and blowing 
giant pink bubbles into the sun and the wind. Bald heads and 
blowing robes. Pink bubbles a shadow against the sun. Stillness. 
Here, beside the clouds, in the fresh and clean sunshine of a blue 

day in Nepal, it was strange, and simple. Small monks sat on a 
sunny hill, and I, perched at a distance on lush grass, watched. 
White flowers on long stems strained in the distance. A breeze 
blew thinly across the city, slipped over the wispy trees winding 
up the valley and whispered through my hair. I smelled pineapples 
and flowering trees. I watched children blow bubbles on a hill. I 
felt alive.
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